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Abstract—Mobile phones are increasingly used in health systems in developing countries, and innovative technology solutions have great potential to overcome barriers of access to maternal health care. The objective of this study is to conduct a systematic review of the literature to ascertain what evidence exists for the effectiveness of mobile applications to decrease prenatal mortality through behavioural modification in developing countries. The study is essential in examining and illuminating certain aspects of the usage of mobile applications to improve prenatal care in developing areas and would, therefore, open up immense possibilities for prenatal care applications to improve essential precautional maternal services and in turn possibly lower the mortality rate in developing countries. Database searches and an intensive screening process were conducted before reviewing the full text of 34 articles and finally, nine articles that met all the inclusion criteria were selected. The study found that most of the included studies utilised text message suggestions to impact persistent conduct change in patients and all led in African nations. The review concluded that every one of the written reports appeared at any rate to show some proof of viability at changing conduct to decrease prenatal mortality. The policy infrastructure for funding, coordinating and guiding the sustainable adoption of precautional maternal services remains under-developed and that the integration of mobile health for prenatal health services has demonstrated positive outcomes.
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1 Introduction

In recent year, the education, business and media sectors have been utilizing the aid of technologies in our daily lives. With the advancement in technology, it is no surprise that we are seeing an increase of applying technology within the health sector, especially the use of mobile applications in prenatal care. The number of people starting to use and understand mobile health services is growing higher daily. The terms eHealth and mHealth are used for the practice of medicine and health services through mobile devices and the Internet [1, 2]. Mobile devices and the Internet are adopted by
people and integrated into their everyday lives. Variety can be seen in today’s accessible mHealth applications as mobile applications incorporate the utilization of mobile phones and the Internet for different things like the accumulation of clinical information, giving medical data to health experts, analysts and patients, and for the constant observing of patient vital signs and direct arrangement of care.

It is safe to claim that developing countries worldwide are experiencing a technological revolution with an increase in the number of mobile phone subscribers in Sub-Saharan Africa (17 million in 2000 to 650 million in 2011) [3]. Therefore, the healthcare systems could be strengthen by applying mobile applications in healthcare center itself [4]. Many pregnant women and unborn babies in developing countries die due to postponements in getting medical treatment [5]. Studies have suggested that the use of mobile applications might reduce such delays. It has come to light that expecting mothers frequently use the Internet and mobile applications as a source of information and thus medically accurate and improved smartphone applications might provide a way to specifically target this mHealth and eHealth user group. Prenatal care applications are used to track everything from gestation period to baby kicks per day whilst delivering user centered information about nutrition, healthy lifestyle and changes in maternal physiology and biology. These applications are not substitutes for a more hands on approach but rather are meant to supplement physical prenatal care.

Prenatal or antenatal care provides regular check-ups for both mother and child during the pregnancy stage. It is also known as a type of preventive healthcare where doctors and midwives can consistently treat and examine the mother and the child throughout the course of the pregnancy. This would certainly prevent potential health problems while promoting healthy lifestyles that benefit both mother and child until the baby is safely delivered. Medical information with regards to the maternal physiological changes during the pregnancy, biological changes, and prenatal nutrition including antenatal vitamins are provided to the pregnant women during the check-ups so that they are aware of what is now and next. During the regular check-ups, the doctors would recommend and provide proper advice to how the pregnant women can manage and adapt to the changes that lead to healthier lifestyle. By making the routine prenatal cares available, the prenatal mortality rates could be reduced. The prenatal cares also play an important role in reducing miscarriages, birth defects, low birth weight, neonatal infections as well as other preventable health problems. There is over half a million women die each year during pregnancy and in order to reduce the maternal mortality down to 75% by the year of 2015, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) came into action. With MDG, after 15 years, significant progress could be reported in lowering child mortality rates in both the rural and urban areas. However, targets have not been met with matters and difference pertaining between lower resource settings as well as developed regions, instead recent report estimated maternal mortality to be 14 times higher in developing regions. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that pregnant women should all now receive at least four antenatal visits to spot and treat problems in advance. Many women however reluctant to receive the recommended four visits especially in developing countries where the WHO has reported in 2015 that around 825 women who died every day from problems in pregnancy and childbirth (99.4% of the total).
Even with all the efforts that are being made to improve maternal care in developing countries, it is a known fact, that mortality rates are much higher in developing countries compared to developed countries. This imbalance is because these women do not have the necessary precautional services available to them. In developing countries only about 52% of the pregnant women receive the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended minimum of four prenatal visits. Families tend to utilize medicinal services when somebody is sick however much of the time exclude these helpful precautional services that are fundamental to enhance wellbeing as a result of shifting reasons, from an absence of medicinal offices to fiscal issues. It appears that poverty is the biggest issue contributing towards inadequate access to health care during pregnancy [6]. Free et al. observed that in the course of the mHealth studies that have been conducted, many are of poor quality, a few have a low threat of bias, and very few have discovered any clinically massive benefits brought forth by the interventions [6, 7]. The Lancet report of technologies for global health in 2002 has indicated that in low-income countries, there are only nine randomized controlled trials for mHealth [3]. This is one of the few reviews that explore the relationship between mobile applications and maternal mortality in developing countries. The findings from this study are critical to future mobile application intercession evaluation and development.

2 Literature Review

This section looks at what other authors have written about mobile application use in prenatal care. It also examines the study characteristics and key outcomes for each included article.

2.1 Characteristics of Studies

There are total of nine articles that satisfied the researcher’s inclusion criteria: four of these studies were Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) [9, 10, 11, and 12]. Of the remaining studies one was observational in that it had no control group [15], two used a non-randomized control group [14, 16] and two that used a mixed methods [13, 17]. 100% of the articles studied prenatal precautionary services in developing countries. Five of the studies used mobile application intercessions that sent messages and reminders to the patients directly whilst sending user defined educational messages [9, 13, 15, 16 and 17]. Five of the studies sent reminders to CHWs’ phones to follow up with patients [9, 14, 15, 16 and 17] and three of the studies are from Zanzibar [9, 10, 11]. Three of the studies included intercessions in the studies include sending information through SMS to the patients one way [9, 13, 15] and in six studies making calls to health facilities [9, 10, 11, 14, 16 and 17].
2.2 Finding by Intercession

[9] reports a swell in skilled attendance at childbirth as 60% of the pregnant female in the intercession group received skilled attendance, and 47% in the control group (OR 5.73; 95% CI 1.51 21.81). However, this was observed only in the urban women and not in the rural women. [10] observed that the use of cell phones by the pregnant women was associated with a swell in antenatal care attendance, and 44% of the women introduced to mobile application intercessions undergo four or more antenatal care visits in contrast to 31% of those who were not introduced (OR 2.39; 95% CI 1.03 5.55). [11] reported that greater number of women in the intervention group (574/1311, 43.8%) undergo the recommended four or more prenatal care visits than in the control group (385/1239, 31.1%). There were 72.8% of those who had not been introduced (p<0.001) to cellular health intercessions through telephone prompts and recommendations about their health was delivered in a health center [12]. Besides, in locations where the cellular phones had been allotted to women attending antenatal care utilized the primary healthcare facilities more than the area where cellular telephones had not been distributed (p<0.001) [14]. [15] reported that the rates of facility-based deliveries varied from a minimum rate before the intercession of 72%. There is no statistically considerable distinction proven between the intercession and control groups for a SMS intervention in enhancing the antenatal health understanding although there was a considerable loss of 43% to follow-up as recorded throughout the study [13]. [16] also reported that the quality score elevated from 13.33 at baseline to 17.15 at end line (p<0.0001). That was the most noteworthy advancement associated to health counseling. Health education had the best quality score swell from 5.45 to 8.67 points (p<0.001). All the research exhibited grounds that mobile application intercession had a tremendous impact on the patients’ behaviour. Majority of the participants in the research contend that the intercessions enhance access to maternal information, whilst it decreased the expenses of getting access to care and facilitated referral. This review observed that some mobile application intercessions have adequate evidence to make topic-specific recommendations for scaling and broader implementation [9, 10, 11 and 12]. However the studies varied in quality and as such a portion of these outcomes cannot conclusively be accredited to the mobile application intercessions that were implemented for these studies alone.

2.3 Finding for Decreasing Prenatal Mortality

[15] reported that antepartum and postpartum hemorrhage where the most frequent danger sign, which accounted for 30% of emergency cases and three (0.02%) maternal deaths and 137 infant deaths had been registered in the system. In line with[14], it was observed that regardless whether in the intervention region or the control region, there was no distinction in the incidence of the five predominant causes of maternal deaths. There are also 15 pairs of twins that accounted for 1% of pregnancies, 2 were stillborn, and 4 were early neonatal deaths [11]. Overall, 2482 children were live born, 54 were stillborn, and 36 died within the first 42 days of life and 69 children were prenatal deaths. The intercession was associated with a significant reduction in
the outcome of prenatal mortality with an OR 0.50 (95% CI 0.27-0.93). The other secondary outcomes showed an insignificant reduction in stillbirths (OR 0.65, 95% CI 0.34-1.24) and also an insignificant reduction in death of a child within 42 days (OR 0.79, 95% CI 0.36-1.74). [12] reported a reduction in missed appointments in pregnant women using cell phones as only 3.6% of those exposed to mobile application intercessions had less than four antenatal visits, while 9.7% of those not exposed (p<0.002). [17] reported that maternal death notification, has considerably improved with the intercession. The review found that the studies that included prenatal mortality findings all showed that mobile application intercessions decreased prenatal mortality [11, 12, 14, 15 and 17].

3 Methodology

This section looks at the methodology used during this review. A systematic literature review was used because it identifies, critically evaluates and integrates issues caused by study differences, flaws or chance (sampling variation) in the findings of all-relevant, high-quality individual studies addressing this research question. It provides a comprehensive description of the sources used and the criteria with which articles were chosen for inclusion in this review. This literature review was conducted using keywords to search four databases, namely Emerald Insight, Taylor and Francis Online, PubMed and Cochrane Library. This method was used to identify the pertinent articles. Keywords: mobile applications, antenatal care, prenatal care and developing countries. For an article to achieve inclusion in the review, it had to fulfill the following inclusion criteria:

1. The study evaluated mobile application intercession aimed at increasing prenatal care attendance through behavior change;
2. The study was carried out in a developing country;
3. The study was published between January 1, 2012 and June 30, 2017 (5 years);
4. The study was available in English;
5. The study included behavior change, quality of care outcomes (i.e., studies were excluded that only assessed volition of the participants to obtain a mobile application intercession without enforcing it);
6. The study was a peer-reviewed article.

Only studies conducted in developing countries, as per World Economic Situation and Prospects (WESP) classification, were considered. This is on the grounds that WESP arranges all nations of the world into one of three general classes: developed economies, economies experiencing significant change and developing economies. Though examinations of the socioeconomic status within developing countries revealed inequities in access to resources and in light of this, the researcher screened manually to fulfill this criterion. The researcher also restricted non-English articles, this is only a limitation of this review and future reviews should include more languages, for a more comprehensive future review if feasible. The reason this standard was chosen was to ascertain that the included studies analyzed outcomes of existing
mobile application intercessions and not frameworks and studies that have yet to be enforced. Finally deciding to include only peer reviewed articles aided in securing that, only higher quality studies were analyzed.

Figure 1 summarised the results of the screening and selection as follows.

1. The search of the databases initially identified 739 articles.
2. The researcher removed all the duplicate articles, leaving 117.
3. The remaining articles were then screened by title and then by abstract, after which 34 articles remained.
4. The full text of the remaining 34 articles was reviewed to gauge if it met the inclusion criteria.
5. The researcher excluded 25 articles, reasons for this exclusion include, the study was not studying maternal mortality and prenatal care attendance \((n = 3)\); not studying mobile application intercession \((n = 5)\); the study was conducted in a developed country \((n = 2)\); not available in English the study did not include evaluation data and provided potential frameworks that were yet to be applied \((n = 3)\); the study does not add any relevance to the review \((n = 12)\).

4 Discussions

Variables that impact pregnant ladies towards incorporating prenatal care into their lives include promoting awareness about the importance of healthcare in general,
prenatal care specifically and disease complications [20, 21]. Mobile phones allow for more detailed and reliable self-checking and following the newborn child advancement, for instance, users are prompted to record events as they occur by using multimedia mediums. Prompts in real time also allow automatic storing of geo-tagged and time-stamped entries in a personal database. Spatio-transient hints of practices consistently, week, or month can hugely expand a person's self-comprehension; likewise, these hints can expand clinician or supervisor knowledge of comprehensive behavioral make-up [22]. As health services in the developing nations are making venture at taking advantage of cell phones of their efforts to assist the ones in need, noticeably few very few of the research has been performed with the purpose of evaluating those efforts [18, 19]. All of the studies used in this review confirmed the advantageous contributory consequences of mobile application intercession or cellular communication systems in reducing prenatal mortality in developing nations but the caliber of the evidence varied extensively. The outcomes were validated in diverse approaches by using the studies such as: (I) accelerated prenatal care attendance and (ii) reduced prenatal mortality.

There is strongest evidence exists for text and educational message delivered to the patients' mobile phones. The use of mobile phones was also found to reduce the delay experienced in receiving timely and appropriate care at the facilities. The four RCTs all found evidence of statistically meaningful increase in precautional maternal health care use, relative to their control group [9, 10, 11 and 12]. One RCT study found evidence of a significant reduction in the outcome of prenatal mortality [11]. A great deal of the evidence is primarily based on self-mentioned behavior changes from CHWs and suffersers, which isn't appropriately dependable to draw any sturdy conclusions at the effectiveness of mobile application intercessions [14, 15, 16 and 17]. One study reported that no significant difference for the control and intervention group in antenatal health knowledge levels at exit [13]. There was a clear variation in the quality of the studies, and different theoretical bases and designs had been utilized.

5 Conclusion

The literature available suggests that mobile application intercessions can contribute in reducing prenatal mortality in developing counties. The provision of high quality health services by mobile health applications shows the importance of mHealth. Mobile applications have a noteworthy part to play in ladies' wellbeing with their roles being extremely widespread, running from enhancing wellbeing practices to undertaking customized tests. Mobile phones applications make interest feasible for ladies to get to the care they require, including child birth and care, family planning and life skills [22]. However, the policy infrastructure for funding remains undeveloped. The government should adopt precautional maternal services by coordinating and guiding the processes to ensure the sustainable adoption of the precautional maternal services. The combination of mobile health for prenatal health services has verified advantageous consequences, however the sustainability and scalability of operations calls for further comments and assessment of ongoing applications. Re-
search needs to be centered on a blueprint for a cohesive system that follows women and children via maternal and baby health continuum [2].

6 Limitations and Future Studies

There exist blueprints in developing countries to curb the problem of prenatal mortality. Despite several solutions are being implemented, not many of them are being scaled up and execute the real test for mobile application intercessions [15]. The solutions should also extend its scalability and integration into the existing systems. More research recourses are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of mobile application intercessions for precautional maternal services. The researcher suggests more studies with an RCT design will help increase the quality of the evidence. Extending the period of some of the projects is essential to garner more extensive research. While we have been able to capture studies from various developing countries, all of them were conducted in Africa, which suggests that there is a need to broaden the context of future studies in other global regions. There is some existing evidence of the effectiveness of mobile application intercessions and it aids in identifying further research possibilities.
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